2015: In Review
2015 has been an exciting and active year for NC Go,
with organizational change and legislative successes.
This year will go down as one of the most lucrative
legislative years to date, and while we’ve seen big wins
during the long state session those gains are offset by
innaction and uncertainty at the federal level on longterm funding.

NC Go Advocacy

Since January, NC Go has been active updating
advocates, educating legislators, sending e-alerts to
advocates and members and our own messages and
letters to the General Assembly and Congress. In 2015,
we have sent 20 alerts on federal and state legislative
issues, generating 1015 messages to 256 legislative
targets, sent by 489 advocates.

State Update

In the end, the biennial budget provides $708 million
in new revenue over two years for transportation through adjusted DMV fees and by ending the annual
transfer of $216 million in highway funds to the
General fund. As part of this, the NC State Ports will
also receive $70 million for ports modernization.
Early in the session, SB 20 was passed which changes
the indexing of the Motor Fuels tax - away from an
index based on wholesale price changes to a formula
based on changes in population and the Consumer
Price Index (CPI). SB20 stabilizes the “gas tax” and also
provides $450 million in new money over two years.
The same formula (population/CPI change) will be used
to adjust DMV fees in the future.
In total, this session has provided more than $1.15
billion in revenue over the bienium.

Federal Update

In early December, Congress passed a bipartisan longterm transportation funding bill for the first in over
a decade. Signed into law by President Obama hours
before federal funding expired, the bill will provide
more than $300 billion to transportation projects
over the next five years, including approximately $205
billion on highways and $48 billion on transit projects.
The bill, named the Fixing America’s Surface
Transportation Act, or the FAST Act, does not alter the
primary source of federal transportation revenue, the
18.4 cents per gallon federal gas tax.
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What’s Next?

At the state level, there is plenty of money still on the
table - and we’re nowhere near filling the projected
$60 BILLION gap that’s estimated between revenue
and anticipated needs by 2040.
The somewhat easy items - ending the transfer and
raising DMV fees - are in the 2015/16 budget. The
more difficult items such as increased interstate
tolling, increased Highway Use Tax, an insurance
surcharge, higher weight-based fees for commercial
vehicles, and some sort of mileage-based fee system
have all been opposed by different business and trade
groups. Several of these items were in early legislative
proposals but were stripped out.
NC Go has been a long-time advocate for these
measures and more - and we remain the only
statewide voice willing to fight for these extra funding
measures. If we want a transportation system that’s
safe, creates jobs and keeps our state competitive - we
cannot settle for a two-year increase in funding.

NC Go Activities

Beyond web, email and e-advocacy, we were reaching
out to the General Assembly to support bills like
SB20 (Motor Fuels Tax), provide funding ideas for
consideration, and weigh in on legislation as it made its
way through the process.
NC Go issued statements and releases and saw media
coverage for our support of SB20, support of Senator
Rabon and Senate leaders on long-term funding plans,
Gov. McCrory’s State of the
State address and more.
In January NC Go issued Where
Do We Go From Here, our
white paper on transportation
funding in 2015 and proposal
for new revenue sources. The
report is available at www.
ncgo.org/2015-nc-go-report/.
As the legislative session
progressed, we also sent direct-mail education pieces
to members of the General Assembly.

NC Go Changes:
Nonprofit Status, Board and More

When NC Go was created in 2001, founding
members like Carolinas AGC, CAPA, the NC League of
Municipalities, Triangle Transit (now GoTriangle) and
others weren’t sure how long to assemble the group.
Jump 14 years later and we’ve learned that with every
success comes another challenge - and we’re still a long
way from the funding solutions we need or returning to
being known as the Good Roads State.
After acting as an ad-hoc, co-opt organization with an
informal “Executive Committee” for years, in 2015 NC
Go applied for and was approved as a 501(c)4 taxexempt organization by the Internal Revenue Service.
In fact, the IRS changed our application status from
“Trade Organization” (501c6) to “Social Welfare”
organization (501c4) because they believe we benefit
no single group or interest - but all citizens of the state.
As part of this change, our executive committee has
reorganized into a formal board of directors, and this
fall we will nominate our first class of new directors.
For a full list of our current Board of Directors, visit
www.ncgo.org.

Last Words

NC Go remains our state’s only broad-based advocate
for increased transportation funding for all modes of
transportation, regardless of geography - all to benefit
mobility, safety and economic prosperity.

Throughout 2015 we sent a number of our own letters
to the General Assembly and several to the entire NC
Congressional delegation - urging action on long-term
funding.
And, in all, for 2015 NC Go reached out to our
advocates and members 36 times through emails, news
and call-to-action alerts - totally 15,897 messages sent.

When discussions were being held in the House
Finance Committee and interest groups were opposing
new funding revenue sources, NC Go was the only
group that addressed the committee and applauded
the courage of the legislators for looking at new
revenue sources despite the opposition of business
interests that did not want to be impacted.
With this session’s funding win, NC Go will likely be one
of the few voices continuing to discuss transportation
funding, new revenue solutions and long term needs
in the coming years. We hope you will continue to
advocate for sustainable investment at the state and
federal levels, and join in supporting the important
work of NC Go.

